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ABSTRACT 
Modern object-relational database systems are capable of 
managing multimedia data, e.g. image, video and audio. In 
this paper we study how such universal database systems 
can be used for implementing self-tuning and adaptive dig- 
ital image archives. The presented framework is based on 
the idea that multimedia objects axe often stored redun- 
dantly to support broadest system access for diverse clients 
from heterogenous environments. There is a large variety 
of ways to store and deliver multimedia data in various for- 
mats. Partitioning the data into formats that are physically 
stored in the database and those that are converted into any 
delivery format on-demand poses a nontrivial optimization 
problem. We present a new optimization algorithm which 
has been implemented and evaluated with the commercial 
database system DB2 Universal Database from IBM. The 
work is part of the HERON project, a project committed 
to the creative use of computer science and technology to 
advance the study of arts and humanities. 

Keywords 
Web access, format optimization, multimedia delivery, im- 
age databases, applications in the arts and humanities 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Multimedia digital libraries and the WWW hold great pro- 
mise for providing wider access to the world's cultural her- 
itage. Museum collections and information in digital form 
can be distributed and used for many different purposes, 
from enhancement of scholarship and teaching to personal 
exploration and enjoyment. To take advantage of these 
opportunities, however, digital collections need to be use- 
ful to a wide audience beyond a single short-term project. 
Databases for arts and humanities must serve various types 
of users from extremely heterogeneous environments at dif- 
ferent stages of work. Current and anticipated users and 
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uses should be considered when setting up a digital collec- 
tion. Care must be taken to develop a strategy that  mini- 
mizes limitations, does not foreclose future options and of- 
fers a likely upgrade path. 
Developments in Graphical User Interface software for nav- 
igating the Internet and the WWW with HTML-browsers 
or specialized Java-GUIs can offer broad access to multime- 
dia libraries. Providing access to multimedia collections us- 
ing these different interfaces, however, requires multimedia- 
storage formats to match the capability of Internet  browsers. 
Especially for large image archives, where system architec- 
tures and network topologies become significant concerns, 
the file formats to be stored and delivered have to be iden- 
tified carefully [6; 11]. Compromises in one area often affect 
performance in another. Therefore, trade-offs between stor- 
age cost and capacity on one hand and access speed on the 
other must be examined closely when setting up a networked 
image database. 
Object-relational database systems like the DB2 Universal 
Database [3] can be deployed to monitor multimedia web 
sites and image archives. But the image data stored and 
delivered by such universal database systems is often redun- 
dant, because storage formats are heavily interrelated by 
conversion tools. They may differ in aspects such as com- 
pression, color depth and resolution. In this paper we pro- 
pose a new extension to the storage and delivery of images 
in todays multimedia databases which enables the dynamic 
optimization of image delivery. This is done by giving the 
option either to physically represent a multimedia object or 
to compute it from others. Given a set of possible conver- 
sions between multimedia objects there is generally more 
than one way of partitioning the formats into physically 
stored and computed ones. By applying a cost function the 
database server determines its specific optimal choice con- 
sidering system dependent aspects such as database access 
profile, available storage, server load or network bandwidth. 
This optimization is a complex task which can be automated 
and performed periodically. 
Recently, adaptive media delivery has been proposed in the 
literature [8; 2; 10]. Whereas [2] studies a highly abstracted 
formal object-oriented frameworks for the representation and 
synthesis of media objects and [10] proposes a two-dimen- 
sional model for the cross-media adaption of multimedia 
content, our work presents an efficient implementation of 
the formal methods studied in [8] on top of the comm- 
mercial database system DB2 Universal Database using a 
new format optimization algorithm. None of the correlated 
work discuss practical implementation aspects of commer- 
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Figure 1: Multimedia delivery within the HERON architecture. 

cial database systems. The rest of this paper is organized 
as follows: An overview of the HERON project and the spe- 
cific requirements of art-historical image databases is given 
in section 2. Section 3 shows in brief how image data is 
managed by the DB2 Universal Database System (UDB) 
and how the system is used in HERON. Section 4 presents 
the formal framework for the representation of image for- 
mats, conversion constraints and format optimization. This 
approach is evaluated in section 5. Finally section 6 con- 
cludes with a summary and outlines ongoing work. 

2. IMAGE DELIVERY FOR HERON 
The work presented here is an integral part of the interdis- 
ciplinary project HERON (Heraldry Online) [7]. HERON 
investigates the impact of multimedia applications from the 
humanities, in particular heraldry [1], on database technol- 
ogy and explores ways to improve networked access to art- 
historical information. Figure 1 sketches the architecture of 
the HERON system. Project research areas and middleware 
aspects of particular concern include the following. 

Q u e r y  Eng ine :  Heraldic research is based on voluminous 
reference works of images [9]. Since language-bound 
descriptions and traditional query languages alone seem 
inappropriate for the retrieval of heraldic images, con- 
tent-based retrieval techniques based on the visual fea- 
tures of images are applied [5]. 

C o m b i n i n g  Engine :  Advanced visual retrieval capabilities 
typically return a ranked set of image objects as a 
query result (see figure 2). Since expressing visual sim- 
ilarity will almost always be based on several features 
simultaneously, e.g. color, texture and shape, an ef- 
ficient middleware is needed for the combination of 
multi-feature queries. 

Se rve r  Scalabi l i ty:  Projects like HERON pose stringent 
scalability issues, especially for physical data manage- 
ment. E.g., completely digitizing only the heraldic col- 
lection of [9] with some 150.000 coat of arms requires 
about half a terabyte of RAID storage. 

M u l t i m e d i a  Del ivery :  This part addresses the demand of 
an optimized storage and delivery of multimedia data, 
in particular images, tailored to the art-historians re- 
quirements. 

As depicted in figure 1 the HERON query and combining 
engine are concerned with the processing and the forward- 
ing of requests to the database. Throughout the rest of this 
paper we will focus on a separate middleware layer for mul- 
timedia delivery which provides the optimized delivery of 
image material to the client. 
The way images are used by art historians will determine the 
specific required resolution and format. HERON takes into 
account the needs of users from heterogeneous environments 
at different stages of work. Figure 2 and 3 illustrate some 
typical user interactions with the system that can in detail 
be associated with the following activities. 
1. Searching~Browsing: Small, low-resolution thumbnai l  
images may be transmitted quickly enabling the remote user 
to identify a work of art and to browse large query result 
sets. Further analysis and refinement is often necessary to 
reduce the size of the initial set retrieved. During this phase 
images are normally displayed as thumbnails in browseable 
formats like GIF, JPEG or PNG. 
2. Zooraing~Analysis: For a close examination of result sets 
a "medium-resolution" full-screen image may accomplish a 
full catalog record. Because not all image-file formats can be 
displayed by all viewers, a large variety of image formats at 
various levels of quality must  be deliverable. Some typical 
image formats in this stage of work are TIFF,  BMP or GIF 
at diverse resolutions. 
3. Storage~Printing: If the retrieved set is to the user's 
content, a "high-resolution" image must be t ransmit ted for 
user-side storage and later reference or for printing. Images 
are often needed at much higher quality for printing than 
they would be needed for display on a monitor because most 
printing devices are capable of a much higher resolution than 
screen displays. In general only lossless formats at very high- 
level quality or typical print formats are appropriate in this 
stage of work, including TIFF,  PDF or Postscript. 

3. IMAGE DELIVERY WITH DB2 UDB 
DB2 Universal Database (UDB) is an extensible, object- 
relational database management system designed to leverage 
multimedia applications [3]. Like a standard database sys- 
tem UDB stores and manages numeric and character data. 
In addition, the system enables the storage and retrieval of 
images in large, complex objects. This extra functionality is 
bundled in the DB2 Image Extender which defines distinct 
data types and specific functions for image objects. 
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Figure 2: Thumbnailed result set for a HERON image query. 

3.1 Reasonable conversion constraints 
We have implemented our dynamic optimization of image 
delivery on top of UDB's Relational Extender for images. 
Since the implementation is based on standard SQL, JDBC 
and Java, it can be easily bundled and distributed as an ad- 
ditional DB2 Relational Extender as well as being ported 
to other universal database systems. The Image Exten- 
der itself provides fifteen common image formats for the 
storage and delivery of image data including the widely 
used Compuserve GIF format, all T IFF  formats, the OS/2 
and Microsoft Windows BMP format, the JPEG format or 
Postscript (PS). Furthermore, the Image Extender allows 
the scaling of images which axe to be stored and delivered 
to virtually any resolution. We describe formats at certain 
quality levels relative to the original image scan-size, e.g. 
TIFF-100 denotes the format of an image at its original 
scan size (100% scaling), whereas TIFF-25 is the format of 
images that axe scaled down by the factor of four. 
Committed to high quality of service not all possible options 
for image conversion with DB2 Image Extender axe equally 
useful in the HERON system• In particulax, care must be 
taken to avoid lossy format conversions. We consider the 
following types of image conversions as potentially lossy: 

1. The conversion of an image in a low resolution to a 
high resolution, e.g. converting an image of format 
GIF-25 to GIF-100. 

2. The conversion of an image in a lossy format to an 
image in a lossless format, e.g. it is not a good idea to 
derive a 24-bit TIFF-100 image from 8-bit JPEG-100. 

Our implementation avoids lossy image conversions by ex- 
plicitly restricting the possible conversion options of UDB's 
Image Extender by reasonable conversion constraints. 

3.2 The optimization problem 
The major requirement of the HERON image archive is to 
provide image data  in a large variety of formats and reso- 
lutions. At first glance, one of the following extreme ap- 
proaches could implement this. 

O n - d e m a n d  i m a g e  convers ion:  One simple strategy for 
offering all images of an archive in any format and at 
any quality level is to store images in a representative 
format which allows the conversion into all potentially 
deliverable target formats. In this approach an im- 
age which is not physically available in the image base 
would be converted into any target format at run-time. 

However, high-resolution images for art-historical purposes 
can be very large - -  a 24-bit full-screen image, e.g. in the 
TIFF format, to be displayed on a workstation can easily 
occupy 6 MBytes - -  and the explicit online conversion of de- 
rived small versions of these images, like for instance thumb- 
nails, can be computational expensive (we measured about 
15 seconds for the conversion of such an image into a GIF 
thumbnail on a high-end workstation, see section 5). On the 
other hand, delivering a high-resolution format of 6 MBytes 
over a low-bandwidth connection may lead to very long de- 
lays, e.g. about 10 minutes for a typical ISDN connection. 

Off-line image  conversion:  Physically storing all images 
at all required quality levels and formats in the database 
guarantees direct and fast delivery from disk. 

But this approach, as it might exceed the available mass 
storage and financial budget, seems inappropriate either• 
E.g., for ambitious projects like HERON this would exceed 
cost-effective use of RAID storage subsystems. In addition, 
limiting the image database to a certain set of deliverable 
formats would clearly foreclose future upgrades of the library 
for new multimedia technology. Thus a practical implemen- 
tation supporting optimized image delivery must be capable 
of managing the trade-off between on-demand ("store-one" 
and off-line ("store-all") image conversion. 

O p t i m i z e d  i m a g e  del ivery:  The framework presented in 
this paper is to provide a cost-optimal solution to this 
time/space trade-off. The tackled optimization prob- 
lem which is ubiquitous in multimedia database sys- 
tems is illustrated in figure 4 and can be stated as 
follows: Given a set of interrelations between the ob- 
jects of a multimedia database server, what is an op- 
timal partition of the objects formats into those that 
are physically represented and those that are converted 
from the physically represented ones? 

4. FORMAL OPTIMIZATION MODEL 
In this section we describe the algorithm for an optimal par- 
tition of formats. The following formal framework for image 
attributes (formats and resolutions), conversion constraints 
and format optimization is a refinement of the more general 
approach from [8] (for details see [12]). 
An image format M together with its resolution R 6 "R-M is 
modeled as an attribute A = (M, R), where ~M = JR1, R2, 
• . .  , R,]  is a list of the supported resolutions for format M 
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Figure 3: Typical user interaction with the HERON system. 

in ascending order. Note that  attributes have already been 
informally denoted as M-R,  e.g. TIFF-100 in figure 4. Let 
..4 denote a set of attributes.  Format interrelations between 
attributes A, A' 6 ,,4 are modeled as functional constraints, 
i.e. fc -: (A = f (A ' ) ) .  A is called the head attr ibute of 
fc and we say that  A depends directly on A', denoted as 
A~---YA '. Let ~ be a set of conversion constraints on formats 
in ,.4. A functional base .T¢o, w C ~ is a subset partition- 
ing the attributes such that  some are physically represented 
and the rest can uniquely be computed observing conversion 
constraints. We denote the set of head attributes of .Tcomp 
as .A¢o~p, i.e. the set of attributes which are computed on- 
demand..A~hy, denotes the remaining attributes which must 
be physically represented, i.e..Aphw = .,4 \ .A~o~n. 

4.1 Optimization algorithm 
The optimization problem can now be formally stated as: 
Determine a functional base optimal w.r.t, a cost function! 
Basically, the optimal functional base can be determined 
brute force by evaluating all potential functional bases, but 
the high complexity of this basic approach seems prohibitive 
for large database designs. According to [8]: For n = [,.41 this 
basic optimization algori thm has a worst case complexity of 
O((n + 1) ~' • n2). In the following we will focus on a seach 
space reduction to reduce the complexity of the basic opti- 
mization and to speed-up the computation. By reasonable 
assumptions the search can be restricted to some functional 
bases which appear to be promising. 

4.1.1 Search space reduction 
The attribute A,, i ,  6 .,4 is named minimal iff for all A 6 
A \ {A,~,} : A+-YA, , i , .  Note that we referred to a A,~i, 
in section 3 as a "representative" format. A~i~ is capable 
of deriving all formats and intended to be an attr ibute that 
must be physically stored in the database. Throughout this 
paper, for any given .,4 we assume that A~i ,  6 ,,4 exists. 
Furthermore we assume that:  

1. A linear order on the attributes associated with a sin- 
gle format is induced by ~ ,  i.e. given (M, Ri),  (M, Rj) • 

.,4 with Ri < Rj then (M, Ri)e--Y(M, Rj).  

2. For A, A t 6 ..4 such that A~---1:A ', the dependency of 
A on A' is associated with exactly one functional con- 
stralnt. 

These assumptions are fulfilled by most common image con- 
version tools and image read/write database extensions. For 
the DB2 Image Extender the set of possible format conver- 
sions can be naturally condensed to fulfill the restrictions. 
For .,4 and .~ satisfying our assumptions the algorithm re- 
st6ctedFb determines a restricted functional base: 

re~rictedFb(Ami., ..4~rhw,, A, .F') : .T'comp 
begin 

~',~,,,,p := 0; 
fore,oh A E ,,4 \ ,Ashy, do 
(Ap~d,fpr¢~) := pred(A, ~4~h3,,, ,T'); 
:if fp,~ d # null then 

i .sertCf,~, .r~o.,.,): 
else 

insert((A = f(Aml.)), ~:omn); 
done 

end 

pred(A, ,Ashy,, Y) : (Ap,.~4, fpr~d) 
begin 

Ap.~  := f~,,-c,~ := null; 
(M, R) := A: 
while/Z < las~(77.M) do 

R := ,e.~(R,T~M); 
if (M, R) 6 At,ha, then 

Ap.~ := (M, R); f p ~  := (A = I (M,  R)): 
brebk; 

done 
end 

In the resulting base every format at a certain resolution, 
which is not directly stored in the database, is preferably 
derived from the same format physically stored in the next 
higher resolution, or otherwise from the minimal attribute. 
For instance, given ..4, ~ in part 1 of figure 4 and Aml, = 
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Figure 4: Format  optimization for efficient image  delivery. 

TIFF-100,  .Aphy~ = {TIFF-100, TIFF-50,  GIF-100, BMP- 
100} restrictedFb computes  the functional base depicted in 
par t  2 of figure 4. T h e  implemented algori thm aims at a fast 
search but is cur rent ly  rather  restricted, e.g. given a minimal 
format Aml, = TIFF-100 ,  A1 = TIFF-25 and A2 = GIF-25 
with Ami,, Ai  E .Aph~,, A2 E Acomp then restrictedFb selects 
A ~ ,  as the source format  to derive A2 while the conversion 
to this format could  be done with less computat ional  effort 
from A1. 

Algori thm restrictedFb uses the subroutine pred which, given 
an at t r ibute A, searches the set .Aphv, for the  format A in 
the next higher resolut ion.  Moreover, basic functions on lists 
are assumed: Let  l be  a list, e a list element.  Then  last(1) 
will determine the  last  element of l, next(e, l) determines the 
element following e in l and length(l) calculates the length 
of list l. E.g., let  l = [25, 50, 75,100], then  last(l) = 200, 
next(50,1) = 75) and  length(1) = 4. 
The  optimization a lgor i thm optimalFb can now be easily de- 
fined. The a lgor i thm exhaustively searches all possible at- 
t r ibute  parti t ions,  sets them in correspondence with their 
restricted functional  base and evaluates t hem w.r.t, a given 
cost function to de te rmine  the optimal base: 

optimalFb( Amin, A,  .7:, cost): (~opt, rain) 
begin 

~ot, t :=  0; rain := cost(0); 
forea.ch .,4rh~s C_ A \  {A,m,~} do 

~.Tco~r := restrictedFb(Ami,, .Aphw..,,4, .T); 
if cost( JZeornp ) < rain then 

• 7~opt := .,~'comr; rain := c.ost(:7:eomp); 
done 

end 

4.1.2  O p t i m i z a t i o n  complex i ty  

Let n = IAI and m = max{length(TiM) I M an image format}. 
Then optimalFb has a worst case complexity o fO(2  =-1 .n.m). 

This holds because in optimalFb all elements from the power- 
set of A \  {A,~i, } (wi th  size 2 ~-  1) are comple ted  to restricted 
functional bases. T h e  completion to a restr icted base is done 
by restrictedFb in l inear t ime w.r.t n and m, respectively. 
For practical se t t ings  of n and m we note substantial  savings 
in the computa t ion  of algorithm optimalFb compared to the 
basic algorithm: 

settings for basic algorithm optimalFb 
n , m  ( n +  1)" • n 2 2 n-1 - n .  m 

n = 10, m = 4 ~ 2 ,6 -  10 lz 20 480 
n = 9 ,  m = 4  
n = 8 ,  m = 4  
n = 7 ,  m = 4  

,~ 8, 1 • 101° 
2, 7 • SO y 

102 760 448 

4.2 Cost functions 

9 216 
4 096 
1 792 

Now we discuss cost functions ta i lored to the  H E R O N  im- 
age collection. An  appropriate cost funct ion has to consider 
access costs and  storage costs of t he  da tabase  server. We 
define to ta l  costs as 

c o s t ( . r o o ~ p )  : =  (2 - z )  . S t O r e - c o s t ( . r c o m p )  + 
z .  acc-cost(Yco~p) . 

By adjust ing the  parameter z 6 [0, 1] the  overall behavior 
of the da tabase  server is influenced. For small  values of z 
the opt imiza t ion  will try to minimize  the  storage costs even 
if this raises t he  costs for image access. On  the  other  hand, 
given sufficient storage space we m a y  decide to optimize im- 
age access instead,  choosing a z value of almost  one. 
The funct ions store_cost and acc_cost strongly depend on 
the intended application of the  op t imiza t ion  framework. In 
the H E R O N  sys tem we set store_cost to the  to ta l  size of 
images physical ly stored in the  formats  from .Aphv,. The  
access costs acc_cost are modeled by the  sum of the access 
costs for the  par t icular  attr ibute.  The  access costs for a sin- 
gle a t t r ibu te  differ for physically represented and computed 
attributes. In  t he  physical case we assume the  costs to be 
proport ional  to  the  average size. F o r  a computed  a t t r ibute  
we have to consider the access costs of the  a t t r ibute  it is 
computed f rom and the computa t ion  costs themselves. Let 
A, A'  E A and  total_acc(A) the number  of images accessed in 
format A. Moreover,  let fc E F~omp with  fc ~ (A = I (A ' ) )  
and avg_comp(fc) the  average compu ta t i on  t ime for fc. Then  
the overall access costs are defined as 

acc_cost(J%o,~p) := ~a~.~ total_acc(A), attr_acc(A) , 

CA • avg_size(A) , A E Aphv, 

attr_acc( A ) :=  avg_comp(fc) + attr_acc( A') , 
A 6 .A~o.,p, A' E Aphv, • 

Choosing the parameter CA typically depends on the used 
mass storage devices. Note that the average computation 
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Figure 5: Optimized delivery vs. on-demand and off-line conversion. 

costs for a conversion avg_comp(fc) are influenced by the 
workload on the host. 

5. SAMPLE OPTIMIZATION RESULTS 
In this section we evaluate our framework based on a sce- 
naxio of vaxying access profiles at the HERON image server. 
The testing was performed on an IBM RS/6000 worksta- 
tion running IBM DB2 Universal Database V5.2 for AIX. 
The scenario under consideration is motivated by the axt- 
historians stages of work with HERON introduced in section 
2: From "searching and browsing" over "zooming and anal- 
ysis" to "storage and printing". In this example images axe 
accessed in the formats GIF,  JPG and PS at resolutions 25, 
50, 75 and 100. A heraldic collection of 500 images with 
an average size of 1 MByte  was selected for this scenaxio. 
Figure 5 displays the corresponding access profiles together 
with the arising costs for optimized, off-line and on-demand 
image delivery. The x-axis of the diagram represents time 
and is labeled with t imestamps, e.g. tl.  Note that  we omit 
the decorations of all even points in time (t2, t4 etc.) to keep 
the illustration compact. In each timestamp the optimiza- 
tion algorithm evaluates all possible database configuration 
w.r.t, the given cost function (and access profile) and de- 
termines the cost-optimal one. Resulting changes in .Avh v, 
axe depicted as additional decorations of the x-axis, e.g. at 
t3 GIF-25 and GIF-50 axe added to the set of physically 
stored formats. The total  costs for this optimized delivery 
is displayed by the curve "optimized", whereas the curves 
"off-line" and "on-demand" represent the alternative naive 
delivery approaches. All curves axe associated with the sec- 
ondaxy y-axis. 
The choice of A,,i ,  influences the performance of the sys- 
tem and the cost savings of the optimization framework. 
Throughout this scenaxio we choose A,~, = TIFF-100 and 
this is the only physically stored attribute in t l ,  i.e..Avhv, = 
{Aml,}. This is a sensible choice, since images axe typ- 
ically inserted into the heraldic collections of HERON as 

high quality scans. To clarify the impact of A,~,, on the 
optimization result we re-performed the same scenaxio with 
vaxying choices for Aml,. The following table summarizes 
the resulting average savings in costs of the optimized de- 
livery compared to the standard approaches. 

Am~. savings to on-demand savings to off-line 

TIFF-100 32% 75% 
BMP-100 37% 68% 
JPG-100 36% 71% 

Depending on the cost paxameter z higher expenses for stor- 
age forced by the optimization on the one hand axe leading 
to access efficiency gains on the other. In this scenario we 
claim that the ratio of storage to access is 1/500 and thus 
set z to the value 2.10 -3. In addition figure 6 abstracts from 
the cost parameter z by splitting the curves "on-demand" 
and "optimized" from above into single diagrams for stor- 
age and access costs which do not depend on z. As with z, 
the paxameter CA of the cost function attr_acc is subject to 
the specific system context of the optimization framework. 
In this sample scenario we assumed the average through- 
put of the database server disks to be 20 MByte/s  = 20000 
Byte/ms. With milliseconds (ms) as the unit of measure- 

1 ment for time we set CA to ~bSb6~6 = 5 - 10 -5. 

6. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 
In this paper we discussed an optimization problem that  is 
ubiquitous in digital image collections and web-enabled mul- 
timedia databases. A vaxiety of different image formats re- 
quired by the W W W  clients is accompanied by many conver- 
sion tools interrelating those formats. Thus the server can 
compute some formats as well as physically represent them. 
We formalized the conversion tools as functional constraints 
among formal attributes and presented an algorithm to de- 
termine an optimal division of physically represented and 
computed attributes. The work presented here is concerned 
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Figure 6: Varying storage and access costs. 

with the efficient delivery of image material, e.g. query re- 
sults, to Web clients. The selection of an image format can 
also have an impact on the performance and quality of the 
content-based retrieval techniques applied in HERON, how- 
ever this has not been exploited yet. A first evaluation with 
the HERON image collection has shown substantial savings 
compared to off-line and on-demand conversion of images. 
Modern database technologies, like the presented work, must 
be employed to bring the full benefit of digital libraries to 
arts and humanities. However, the established optimiza- 
tion framework is general enough to be applied in other 
domains beyond this field. In virtually any application do- 
main where large-scale universal database systems are ap- 
plied for the efficient and flexible delivery of multimedia 
data, self-organization and self-tuning of these systems is 
mandatory [4]. With large-scale database systems, mini- 
mizing the database administration effort for performance 
tuning becomes important. Intuitive, graphical database 
administration tools can ease database tuning, scaling and 
optimization. Therefore, in addition to the core optimiza- 
tion framework a prototypical dba-tool with a Java-GUI has 
been implemented and will be enhanced in the future. 
With the advent of new Internet standards, like the extensi- 
ble markup language XML and the corresponding stylesheet 
language XSL, content and display of W W W  pages will con- 
ceptually be separated. The presented framework allows to 
publish content once and to adapt content display to forth- 
coming standards. We are already considering advanced 
value-added services for the dissemination of images, e.g. 
the integrated delivery of web and facsimile formats, and 
intend to take applications from mobile and wireless envi- 
ronments into consideration. 
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